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The Prologue

•Demonic and creepy

•Shadowed and harsh

•Confined

•This approach will 
allow maximum impact 
of projections on the 
body, “book pages” and 
floor

Cabin in the Woods

•Bright and cheery

•Happy and innocent

•Highlights the 
dil id t d t t  f th  dilapidated state of the 
cabin and overgrown 
state of the forest.

Housewares
Employee

•Romantic sunset

•Our last glimpse of 
“normal”

Join Us!

•Cheryl hears noises 
outside and goes to 
investigate.

•Creepy, but only 
because it’s the woods at because it s the woods at 
night.

Tree Rape!

•Shadowed and harsh

•Maximum impact for 
projections

T / i  d i  th  •Trees/vines doing the 
raping will move in and 
out of the light.

•Vague and mysterious
OR

•Possibility of special 
light for her cooter?
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It won’t let us leave!

•Same creepy night, but 
now the presence of evil 
has started to increase.

Airport Scene

•A stark contrast to the 
world of the cabin

•Clean, bright, sterile

Playing games in the 
cabin

•Perhaps more warmth 
and candle-light  than 
this photo suggests.

•Still a scary 
environment, but most environment, but most 
aren’t aware of evil yet.

CHERYL POSSESSED EVIL ENERGY BUILDS

What The Fuck Was 
That?!

•The world has changed, 
and we can never really 
go back.

•Evil is everywhere

BEGINNING END
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Reliable Jake

•Back to the forest, away 
from evil.

•Intimidating darkness

Housewares Reprise

•A visual reprise from 
the earlier version 
(sunset), but EVIL!

I Am Not A Killer

•The reluctant hero 
begins to find his 
strength.

Bit Part Demon

• Creepy Vaudeville

• Will likely use 
followspots

All The Men In My 
Life…

•Creepy Doo-Wop

•Will likely use 
followspots
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Ode To An 
Accidental Stabbing

•Angry but fun

Now we honour the 
Necronomicon…

•Demonic chanting

•Start confined and 
creepy so we can…

ASH FIGHTS BACK DEMONS RESIST

OPENS CLOSES

Back at S-Mart

•Cold and Clinical

•Hide the cabin and 
woods by not lighting 
them!

•Blocking Downstage
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Blew That Bitch 
Away

•Reprise earlier demon 
themes, but in S-Mart

•Similar in energy to 
Necronomicon

•A “Greatest Hits” of 
scary moments.


